
 

 

 

 

 

 

Q: How frustrating was it to play as well as you did for much of the game and not be able to finish it out? 

MAYFIELD: “Very frustrating, but that’s what happens in this league. It’s all of the little things. You have to 
play a full four quarters and do whatever it takes. That little two-minute slip or however long it lasted, the 
turn of events, all of the little stuff matters. I’ve got to let the guys get set, and obviously the special teams 
play. We’ve got to play better overall. Luckily, there’s 16 more of these, but this one does sting and it should. 
It should sting for our guys because we were close or however you want to describe it. We’ve got to finish 
the game. We started fast, but we’ve just got to finish.” 

Q: On the last throw, the interception, what could you have done differently? 

MAYFIELD: “Just try to throw it out of bounds. I got just enough on my feet to affect it and make me keep 
it in bounds. I didn’t exactly see what happened, I was on the ground. Harrison (Bryant) came up and 
apologized, and I said it’s not his fault because that ball was supposed to be out of bounds, about three 
rows up. Good play by them. You live and learn.” 

Q: You talked about that fast start. Can you think of anything that changed for you guys offensively from 
the first half to the second half? 

MAYFIELD: “No, just little plays. I think there was the sack I took on first down. They did a good job 
disguising from the single-high coverage and rolling back into a two-high, so I held onto the ball a little bit 
too long. I’ve got to get the ball out, so that’s on me. One of the last drives, the penalties, not letting guys 
get set. It’s sloppy ball early on in the season, but we’ll get it corrected and luckily, we play again next week. 
We’ll get it corrected and move on.” 

Q: Was that aggressive start just a mentality or was it knowing what Patrick (Mahomes) and those guys 
are capable of? 

MAYFIELD: “Obviously their offense is extremely talented and extremely efficient, but it was more so about 
us just doing our job. We were calling some shot plays because they were working and we weren’t taking 
negative plays. Kevin (Stefanski)’s calling plays he feels comfortable with. If we’re not making negative 
plays and we’re taking check downs, moving the chains on those shot plays, then he’s going to keep doing 
that. That’s the aggressive play calling and it’s just the fact that we fell behind the chains in the second half 
and the fourth quarter where we hurt ourselves. That’s what happens when you play a good team like the 
Chiefs. They’re going to take advantage and win.” 

Q: Going for a two-point conversion early in the game, does that make you excited and show you that he 
(Kevin Stefanski) has faith in you? 

MAYFIELD: “Yeah, I think that shows his belief in our offense. I think that shows the guys that he trusts us 
to go out there and get the job done, no matter the circumstances. That’s the thing that we’ve been building 
on is critical situations. We have to be able to execute. We did early on in the game but obviously not in the 
second half.” 
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Q: Was it any kind of jolt finding out Odell (Beckham Jr.) was not going to play right before the start of the 
game after a good week of practice? 

MAYFIELD: “No, I mean, I had been preparing for both to be quite honest with you. Like I said, it’s a long 
season. We’ve got 16 more of these and then whatever happens after that. Whenever he’s ready to come 
back and he feels he’s ready, we’re going to welcome him in with open arms. We trust the guys that we 
have out there. I thought our younger guys played well. We just need to keep going.” 

Q: What about (Anthony) Schwartz in his NFL debut?  

MAYFIELD: “Schwartzy looked great. I’m proud of him for how he played. He’s a guy that’s going to 
continue to grow, as he learns in our offense and little nuances. His feet, obviously, were on display today. 
He’s a guy that we’re lucky to have in our offense.” 

Q: How did you view that play to him (Anthony Schwartz) towards the end? 

MAYFIELD: “Bad ball. I’ve got to put it on the sideline, let him run under it. I put it in a position where it was 
a contested catch rather than it being an easy one for him. That’s on me. I expect to be a whole lot better. 
That’s just how I attacked this offseason. I need to make those little throws, in the two-minute drive, throwing 
it to Kareem (Hunt) in the flat, put it in front of him, let him catch it, get a first down, and move the chains. 
It’s just all of the little things that matter and it’s very frustrating because they’re there. Like I said, when you 
play the Chiefs, or teams of that caliber, if you don’t execute, you’re going to lose.” 

Q: You had great accuracy for the vast majority of the game. Does that make it even more frustrating? 

MAYFIELD: “Yeah, you have to execute critical moments. Nothing else matters before those moments. It 
always comes down to those three or four plays that you look back on and say, ‘Wow. If I would’ve done 
this differently, it would’ve worked out.’ I’m going to be hard on myself. We’ll go back and attack this week. 
We’ve got a home game and it’s going to be a good one.” 

Q: How tough was it to see Jed (Jedrick Wills Jr.) leave early again with an ankle injury? How did Hub 
(Chris Hubbard) do stepping in for him? 

MAYFIELD: “Yeah, obviously you hate seeing your guys go down. Jed’s somebody that’s continued to 
grow and learn. He got better as he switched from right to left tackle. He’s been doing great, so hopefully 
it’s not too serious. I haven’t heard any news yet. We love Hub (Chris Hubbard). Hub’s been a guy that has 
stepped up on many occasions. He’s just a team guy, and we’re lucky to have guys like that, that in the 
moment, are able to step up and play at a high level.” 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

DE MYLES GARRETT  

Q: On the 75-yard touchdown reception to Tyreek Hill, was that one of the vintage Mahomes plays you 
were talking about all week? 

GARRETT: “I don’t want to take away from the greatness of those two players, but he was under duress. 
He threw it up and it wasn’t a good ball. But, those guys make plays like that. We have to be a little bit more 
aware and bat that down and it might be a different game. Those two are known for doing things like that, 
and we just have to make those plays when they are up in the air like that. It’s a 50-50 ball, we got to take 
that next time.” 

Q: What’s your biggest takeaway coming out of this game? How does it sit with you?  

GARRETT: “It doesn’t sit well. It was our game in the first half. We let off the gas. We didn’t execute. Down 
the stretch they were the more composed, more capable team. They didn’t have a lot of penalties and didn’t 
beat themselves. We didn’t execute like we were supposed to on offense and on defense and they took 
advantage of that.” 

Q: Since the defense played so much in the third quarter, did that take anything out of you at the end of the 
game?  

GARRETT: “I don’t think so. Coach did a good job of subbing us and keeping us fresh. They started to 
come on, we just had too many MEs (mental errors) and missed assignments on our part. They take 
advantage of stuff like that. They’ve shown that and we just have to be better.” 

Q: Did you feel like yourself today?  

GARRETT: “I felt good. The first game you’re going to feel a little tired. It’s a different pace than obviously 
what you’re going to get in practice. But for most of the game I was feeling good. I felt like I can get off the 
ball and do things that I can do. For the most part, I felt like I put on a good showing.” 

Q: Did you feel like the sack against Mahomes in the second half was a turning point? 

GARRETT: “I was hoping so. I was hoping I was able to get the ball out as well. But I wasn’t able to. Right 
there, I’m thinking that I got to make a play in the clutch, and I do. I’m thinking that six (Baker Mayfield) and 
those guys over there are going to take us home. He’s a gunslinger. Like he’s always said, he’s going to 
try and make that play. I’m not mad at him for trying at all. I’m going to ride with him wherever he takes us. 
At the end of the day, he’s the captain of that side of the ball and I have confidence in anything he puts in 
the air or whatever his choices are. He’s shown that he can make those plays.”  

 

WR JARVIS LANDRY  

Q: What’s the message when the offense starts strong and then slows down? 
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LANDRY: “It’s tough right, but at the same time we constantly are reminded that this is a team game in all 
phases. You have to play together, good complementary football. If you don’t do that and there’s still time 
on the clock you have a chance to get beat. Unfortunately, we’ve been on the wrong side of that. We were 
on the wrong side of that today.” 

Q: During the week you talked about the need to do the small things and the details. Did you feel that you 
didn’t do enough of those things in the second half?  

LANDRY: “We had a chance. Outside of them kneeling the ball down on their last possession, we had an 
opportunity to go down and win the game. Regardless of what happened before that, we had an opportunity 
to win this game.” 

Q: On the performance of rookie WR Anthony Schwartz making his NFL debut… 

LANDRY: “He played huge today. I’m proud of him. I’m proud of the way that he came in and his eagerness 
to learn and the training camp he had. You guys were there, you saw the training camp he had when he 
was available, and to come out here on probably one of the biggest stages of the season so far, being the 
first game. Either way, he did what he was asked to do. He made tough plays, blocked and was where he 
needed to be when we needed him there. He’s going to be a guy we continue to lean on. As long as he 
continues to make plays.”   

Q: On the aggressiveness of Coach Stefanski in the first half… 

LANDRY: “We had everything we wanted. We were getting everything we wanted. From play calls, to guys 
just making plays. It’s a team game. We’ll put this one behind us. A lot of the messages the coaches have 
brought forward to us throughout the training camp, throughout OTAs, throughout our meetings, win, lose, 
or draw, you get 30 minutes. We got 16 more of these. Those 30 minutes are up, and we’re looking forward 
to moving on to the next one.” 

 

RB NICK CHUBB  

Q: Did the defender get their helmet on the ball when you fumbled? 

CHUBB: “I haven't seen it.  It surprised me, though.  There is no excuse for that.  I take complete blame 
for that.  The momentum shift, all that, was on me.  All I can do now is learn from it and not let it happen 
anymore.”   

Q: Does it say anything to you that coach Kevin Stefanski went right back to you on the next series?   

CHUBB: “I really appreciated that just to get it out of my mind.  Just to get the ball back in my hands.  I 
think that drive we went down and scored.  After that it was out of my mind.  It was still a big setback, mental 
wise and point wise.  I think they got a field goal out of it.  I thought we fought back at the end.  The defense 
held them to a field goal, so that helped us out a lot.  It’s just unacceptable.”     

Q: What happened on the touchdown run where the left side was so wide open? 

CHUBB: “It was a well blocked play and also a great call.  They had been trying to stop our stretch and our 
outside zone the whole game, so a counter backside was wide open.” 

Q: How do you process this whole game?  You played so well but couldn’t finish it off against, arguably, 
the best team in the league. 

CHUBB: “That’s what great teams do, and the Chiefs are definitely one of, if not the best team in the NFL.  
You have to finish.  We made too many mistakes, with me having the worst one.  We made too many 
mistakes and didn’t rally back from our mistakes.  They didn’t give us much to work with.   They didn’t make 



many mistakes.  That is how you win in football.  They played very well, they held onto the ball, they made 
big plays and they stopped us when they needed to.  Give props to them.” 

 

S JOHN JOHNSON III 

Q: What were you saying after the Tyreek Hill touchdown? What was your reaction?   

JOHNSON: “It was a busted play I didn’t finish on.  I was trying to read his eyes and as soon as I looked 
back the ball was behind me.  It was one of those things where you do your job, and you kind of just get 
burned.  Plays like that happen.  You try to shake out of it and bounce back.”   

Q: Was the Tyreek Hill touchdown pass vintage Mahomes? 

JOHNSON: “During the week I said you can’t let anyone get behind you.  I let someone get behind me, he 
scrambled and made a great play.  Giving up plays like that will get you beat.  We have to go back to the 
drawing board and get it fixed.” 

Q: Was the game plan to give them short stuff underneath and make them have longer drives?  

JOHNSON: “I wouldn’t say that was the game plan but you definitely want to limit explosive plays and force 
them to get those smaller dink and dunks and maybe run the ball down the field, but you don’t want to let 
them get down the field at all.  I think we did a pretty decent job, but it wasn’t good enough.” 

Q: Are there that many quarterback-wide receiver combos who can make that play? 

JOHNSON: “I think that’s probably the only one, honestly.” 

 

WR ANTHONY SCHWARTZ  

Q: On being called on so much in the game today. 

SCHWARTZ: “I just prepare for the worst really. I prepare like I am playing 90 snaps a game, so when my 
number was called, I just had to go in and do what I was supposed to do. It was great just being a part of 
the team and a part of the offense. I am always preparing like I am going to get the ball every time, so 
whenever there is a pass play called, I think I am going to get the ball every time. That is my mindset going 
into it.” 

Q: Did you have to overcome any nerves in the beginning? 

SCHWARTZ: “It will usually take one or two plays for the first little jitters that usually everyone has. Once 
you get that first hit or first catch, you feel good. You do get those first little butterflies.” 

Q: What is the lesson from the one that got ripped away from you? 

SCHWARTZ: “To have stronger hands. That is a play that I should be making 10 times out of 10. It was a 
great play by the defensive back, but I feel like I should have come down with it. I have to hold on to the 
ball, so stronger hands and get better grip and be able to rip it away from them.” 

Q: Baker Mayfield says he should have thrown it better, but you think you should have caught it? 

SCHWARTZ: “Yes, I see it as a ball I should have caught. Whenever the ball is in my vicinity, it is my ball. 
I need to go get it, and so it doesn’t matter if the throw is 10 yards in front of me, right behind me. It doesn’t 
matter where the ball is in the air, it is mine. It is a play that I should have come down with, and it won’t 
happen again.” 

Q: When you were catching those big passes, did that help your confidence? 



SCHWARTZ: “Yeah, you just want that one deep ball and it shows that you are good. You are settled in. 
You are fine to just do everything that you have been doing in practice your whole life. Also, it is great that 
you start off with a deep play to jump start the drive. I feel like that was a very great drive from that point.” 

Q: Did you worry about your sharpness after missing some camp time? 

SCHWARTZ: “Not really because I know how I prepare and how I handle myself and how I study. I study 
my butt off throughout the whole time I was out. I knew I would be able to come in and jump in and do 
whatever was asked of me. I was proud I was able to do that.” 

Q: What did you think about playing in this environment and stadium? 

SCHWARTZ: “It was a great experience. It was a great environment. One of the loudest stadiums in all of 
football. The fans got me going and really the noise doesn’t really bother me that much because I played 
at Auburn, so they would get jumping too. It was a great experience, great environment. Just got 16 more 
of these.” 

Q: What did you think about the coaching having the foot on the pedal and being aggressive? 

SCHWARTZ: “It shows that we want to be aggressive. We want to score. We don’t like settling for field 
goals. We want to score touchdowns every drive. I love, especially early in the game, you get a fourth and 
short in the opponent’s territory and we go for it. You are just setting the tone for the rest of the game. We 
are going to be aggressive and go after them and we are not going to look back.” 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

OPENING STATEMENT: “Disappointed. We came on the road versus a really good football team. A really 
well-coached football team as everybody knows, and we didn’t come away with a victory so that is really 
disappointing. We did not play our best when it mattered. We did not coach our best when it mattered. 
Versus a team like this, you have to play a 60-minute football game. We didn’t do that, so again disappointed 
anytime you can’t get a win on the road. Now we have to turn around and play the 1-0 Houston Texans at 
our place and the guys have to have a great week of practice and that is where our mentality really will be 
moving forward. We have to flush this one very quickly.” 

Q: Was there anything wrong with the snap to Jamie Gillan? 

STEFANSKI: “I just saw it live. I did not see the replay, but it did not look like there was anything wrong 
with the snap.” 

Q: Did he say anything to you?  

STEFANSKI: “Not to me.” 

Q: On the Ronnie Harrison Jr. ejection, what did the referee say to you? 

STEFANSKI: “I didn’t see it yet, so I want to watch it before I comment on it.” 

Q: Did you think Baker Mayfield had a chance to throw that one away on that last interception? 

STEFANSKI: “He felt like it. Baker gets it. He wants to win. He wants to make a play there. I tip the cap to 
them. They made a good play.” 

Q: Did the Chiefs change things in the second half that they made being so aggressive hard? 

STEFANSKI: “I don’t think they did. They are well coached. Coach Steve Spagnuolo is a great defensive 
coordinator. I am sure they made some adjustments, but for us it felt like some self-inflicted errors. When 
we were moving the ball like we were, I expected us to really be us, and we weren’t in those moments and 
that is on me first and foremost.” 

Q: On the Nick Chubb fumble… 

STEFANSKI: “I didn’t see exactly what happened on the fumble. As you know, Nick is diligent, and he 
wants to get back out there and help the team win. We finished minus two I believe in the turnover margin. 
You can call it minus three with the punt play there. You just can’t do that and come on the road in 
Arrowhead Stadium and expect to win.” 

Q: What do you take away from this game for the future and finishing games? 

STEFANSKI: “It is a 60-minute game, and you have to play a 60-minute game. You don’t get anything for 
playing a 30-minute game. Mentality wise, we got beat. We got out-coached. We got out-played. Great 
football team over there, and I have a lot of respect for them. We are turning our attention to Houston.” 
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Q: Can you take us through the decision to not activate Odell Beckham Jr.… 

STEFANSKI: “I told you guys on Friday, that he was 50/50, questionable. Then he did not feel like he could 
go.” 

Q: Do you think he would be ready for week two? 

STEFANSKI: “Yeah, I think it is a possibility.” 

Q: Did you think he couldn’t go or did he think he couldn’t go? 

STEFANSKI: “I’d say he worked out before the game and didn’t feel like he could go a significant amount, 
so we felt it was the right thing to do to keep him inactive and we have four wide receivers up.” 

Q: What did you think about Anthony Schwartz’s day? Should he have caught more passes? 

STEFANSKI: “I would have to look at it. I mean he is a rookie playing in his first game. He had some good 
moments, and I am sure there is plenty to clean up.” 

Q: Was your aggressiveness a result of you knowing you needed to score a bunch of points against this 
team? 

STEFANSKI: “I think that is just how we play. We want to be aggressive. Simple as that.” 

Q: Do you feel like you have to have a near perfect game to beat the Chiefs? 

STEFANSKI: “I would tell you that anytime you go on the road against a really good football team, like this 
team, you have to play clean football. I am sure the stats probably say you can turn the ball over and still 
win, but our mentality is we have to have zero giveaways and we have to take the ball away on defense. 
We just didn’t do that today.” 

Q: Did you feel like you were making Patrick Mahomes play hard today until the pass to Tyreek Hill? 

STEFANSKI: “I don’t know. I would have to look at it. He made some plays. I know there is plenty that we 
can clean up.” 

Q: How is Jedrick Wills Jr.? 

STEFANSKI: “I don’t know the severity of it, but we will get some tests on it.” 

Q: What about Anthony Walker? 

STEFANSKI: “I think he is okay.” 

Q: Do you feel like you had an aggressive mentality today against this team? 

STEFANSKI: “That is just how we play. I think going back to last year that should not surprise anybody.” 

Q: Anthony Schwartz was getting more time than Donovan Peoples-Jones. Did it just turn out that way? 

STEFANSKI: “Yeah, it just turned out that way. No, Donovan makes huge contributions to our team, our 
offense, in particular, so we are going to be counting on him. It was just how the game unfolded.” 

Q: How do you think the offensive line held up? 

STEFANSKI: “I thought by-in-large it was pretty good. That is a stiff test to go into Arrowhead with the 
crowd noise. Some of their rushers are pretty darn good. All in all, the guys battled.” 

Q:  How do you assess the overall defensive performance? 



STEFANSKI: “I go back to offensively, defensively, special teams, we did not play good enough. We did 
not coach good enough. Not going to get a win when you do that in a really tough place to win.” 
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